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Figure 1: We present a compression method for large databases of motion capture data. The leftmost figure is uncompressed and is a frame
from a database containing an hour and a half of motion data. The green character is the same frame in the compressed version, which takes
only 5.5 MB to store. The other characters are from the same database compressed using subsampling, motion JPEG, wavelet and PCA
compression.

Abstract

We present a lossy compression algorithm for large databases of
motion capture data. We approximate short clips of motion using
Bezier curves and clustered principal component analysis. This ap-
proximation has a smoothing effect on the motion. Contacts with
the environment (such as foot strikes) have important detail that
needs to be maintained. We compress these environmental contacts
using a separate, JPEG like compression algorithm and ensure these
contacts are maintained during decompression.

Our method can compress 6 hours 34 minutes of human mo-
tion capture from 1080 MB data into 35.5 MB with little visible
degradation. Compression and decompression is fast: our research
implementation can decompress at about 1.2 milliseconds/frame, 7
times faster than real-time (for 120 frames per second animation).
Our method also yields smaller compressed representation for the
same error or produces smaller error for the same compressed size.
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1 Introduction

Data acquisition technologies such as motion capture can produce
a large volume of animation data. If this data is to be used in a
computer game, we would like to pack as much of it as possible in
a limited amount of memory. Compression may also be important
in a production environment for easy access to animation assets.

Established audio/video compression algorithms make use of
perceptual models. Compression involves a study of perceptually
unimportant features that we can omit, or equivalently, perceptu-
ally important features that we should maintain. Therefore motion
compression is also important for understanding essential qualities
of motion, especially human motion.

The biggest goal of compression is creating a compressed rep-
resentation of motion that is perceptually as close to the original
motion as possible. As we will explore later in this paper, a small
numerical error does not necessarily correspond to a perceptually
close motion. We would like compression and decompression to be
as quick as possible. In practice motion capture databases can be
very big. Therefore another goal for compression and decompres-
sion is to be able to process without holding the entire database in
the memory, which may not be possible. Depending on the appli-
cation we may want to “stream” the data so that the decompressor
can decode incrementally. We may also want to be able to decode a
piece of the database without having to decompress any other mo-
tion.

In this paper, we present a lossy compression algorithm for com-
pressing large databases of motion capture data. Our method breaks
the database into groups of clips that can be represented compactly
in a collection of linear subspaces. An important quality of motion
is contact with the environment, such as foot strikes. We would
like to avoid making errors around parts of the body in contact with
the environment, because it is perceptually jarring. Our method in-
cludes a different compression for these parts in contact with the
environment.
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Our algorithm produces compressed representations that are very
small and also maintain visual fidelity. Our method is fast: we can
compress and decompress faster than realtime, without holding the
entire database in the memory. We allow decompression of clips
independently, without needing to decompress any other clip.

2 Related Work

Audio and video compression is an important problem and many
good solutions have been proposed. 3D animation compression
methods use some machinery and extrapolate some of the ideas
from audio/video compression. [Salomon 2000] provides a very
good overview of the mainstream compression algorithms.

Previous work on animation compression mainly focuses on
compressing animated meshes. Literature on compression of
static meshes is rich [Rossignac 1999; Karni and Gotsman 2000].
However compressing animation frames individually is subopti-
mal. Ibarria and Rossignac proposed a predictor/corrector method
[2003] for taking inter-frame coherence into account. Guskov
and Andrei offer another way to exploit spatial coherence using
wavelets [2004]. They also encode the differential wavelet coef-
ficients to compress an animation sequence. PCA can be used to
compress shapes or animations [Alexa and Muller 2000; Sloan et al.
2001]. One can also take coherence into account by finding portions
of the mesh that move rigidly and only encoding the rigid transfor-
mation and residuals [Lengyel 1999; Gupta et al. 2002]. In the
animation context, identifying rigidly moving portions of the mesh
is also valuable for efficient display [Wang and Phillips 2002; Mohr
and Gleicher 2003; James and Twigg 2005].

Clustered PCA is an effective way of compressing high dimen-
sional data. Sattler et al. introduced a clustered PCA based ap-
proach for compressing mesh animations [Sattler et al. 2005]. They
cluster mesh animations to identify linearly related vertex trajecto-
ries. Our method uses clustered PCA for identifying linearly related
snippets of motion clips. Sloan et al. presented another successful
usage of clustered PCA for compressing high dimensional radiance
transfer functions on meshes [2003].

Most of the test examples in mesh animation are generated us-
ing a skeleton based character animation system. The position of
a vertex in an animation is a function of the skeletal degrees of
freedom (a skinning function). If the character is displayed using
linear blend skinning, we expect a high degree of coherence in ver-
tex positions, because nearby vertices tend to have the same blend
weights. Therefore, finding coherence in a mesh animation is easier
than finding coherence in skeletal animation degrees of freedom.
Nonetheless, previous research on biomechanics suggest that hu-
man (or animal in general) joints move coherently for some types
of motion [Alexander 1991]. As such, our paper focuses on ex-
ploiting this coherency to compress skeletal animations, rather than
compressing the generated mesh animations. Compressing mesh
animations that do not have an underlying skeleton system are bet-
ter suited for the mesh animation compression methods mentioned
above.

The coherency between degrees of freedom in a motion implies a
lower dimensional space of motion. Previous work on motion syn-
thesis and texturing implicitly make use of this lower dimensional-
ity [Rose et al. 1998; Pullen and Bregler 2002; Safonova et al. 2004;
Grochow et al. 2004]. For example, the switching linear dynamic
systems of [Pavlovic et al. 2000] and [Li et al. 2002] can be in-
terpreted as lower dimensional representations. Chai and Hodgins
were successful in producing good motions by searching a database
for clips that meet sparse constraints [2005]. Our paper attempts to
utilize this correlation for producing a smaller representation of a
motion database. Identifying lower dimensional representation of
motion is also useful for activity recognition and robot motion plan-
ning [Vecchio et al. 2003].

It is well known that editing operations on motion may introduce
visually disturbing footskate. Lossy compression can also create
footskate. There are methods that address this issue [Kovar et al.
2002b] or inverse kinematics. Our method will address this issue by
compressing environmental contacts using a separate mechanism.

3 Overview

Typical animal motion has important properties that we can use
for compression. Degrees of freedom are correlated with each
other. Pullen and Bregler used this observation for motion syn-
thesis/texturing [2002] and Jenkins and Mataric [2003] used it for
identifying behavior primitives. Degrees of freedom have tempo-
ral coherence. This property makes motion synthesis an interesting
research problem, because there are physical limits to how differ-
ent two subsequent frames in an animation sequence can be [Arikan
and Forsyth 2002; Kovar et al. 2002a; Lee et al. 2002]. In a large
database, there will be many different copies of similar look-
ing motions. This observation makes data driven motion synthesis
in motion databases possible. Recent research also suggests that
similar motions can be blended to obtain other physically plausible
motions [Safonova and Hodgins 2005].

Our compression technique works on short clips of motion se-
quences. We represent these clips as cubic Bezier curves and per-
form Clustered Principal Component Analysis (CPCA) to reduce
their dimensionality. This technique utilizes temporal coherence
(fitting Bezier curves) and correlation between degrees of free-
dom (CPCA). High level of compression comes at the expense of
smoothing high frequency detail in the motion.

Unfortunately, human motion contains valuable high frequency
detail. This is why people often capture motions at high sampling
rates (commonly 120-240 Hz). The high frequency detail is usually
due to environmental contacts such as foot strikes. Ground reac-
tion force is quite significant (more than the weight of the entire
body) and applies over a very short amount of time in a typical gait.
Therefore, it fundamentally affects what motion looks like.

A part of the body that is in contact with the environment should
not move (we exclude sliding contacts). In addition to maintaining
important high frequency content in motion, we must also enforce
this constraint to maintain visual quality. We introduce a way of
encoding the environmental contacts (for example the feet) and en-
force the contact detail during the decompression.

4 Compression

We assume the motion database is a single (possibly long) motion.
We will represent this motion as vector valued function M(t), where
t refers to the frame number (or equivalently time). Every frame
M(t) contains the degrees of freedom that control the character. We
assume the motion is sampled at regular intervals. We also assume
the number of degrees of freedom does not change frame to frame.
For motion capture, these degrees of freedom are typically the char-
acter’s global position/orientation and a set of joint angles that re-
late each bone to its parent.

For compression, we split the motion database into clips of k
subsequent frames. For example, the first k frames is the first clip
and the next k subsequent frames is the second. The clip size (k)
is a compression parameter that affects the compression. We will
discuss compression parameters in Section 4.5.

We rotate and translate each clip so that, at the first frame, the
character is located at the origin in a standard orientation. Each
clip stores the absolute position/orientation of the character before
this transformation (6 numbers). During decompression we undo
this transformation and put every clip back in its absolute posi-
tion/orientation.
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Figure 2: Joint angle space is not very suitable for compression. We
convert rigid coordinates frames for each bone into a set of virtual
markers placed at fixed positions ([1001]t , [0101]t , [0001]t in this
figure). We can convert back to the rigid coordinate frame and solve
for the translation T and rotation R matrices using least squares.

We first convert the degrees of freedom into a positional rep-
resentation (Section 4.1). This new representation is lossless and
provides a more linear space to represent these clips. We then fit
cubic Bezier curves to this positional representation (Section 4.2).
This allows us to embed clips in a compact space without the clutter
of high frequencies. We then fit locally linear models to the Bezier
control points and reduce the clips’ dimensionality (Section 4.3).

We encode important contacts with the environment using a sep-
arate, JPEG-like technique (Section 4.4).

4.1 Motion Representation

No matter how we represent them, orientations have an intrinsic
nonlinearity: a halfway orientation between a and b is not neces-
sarily (a + b)/2. Therefore finding a linear subspace in joint angle
representation is difficult. Another problem comes from the hierar-
chical representation of joints: angles closer to the root effect more
bones and they are more important. Unfortunately finding a weight-
ing scheme for hierarchical joint angles seems difficult.

Joint positions behave more linearly. For example, if the position
of the feet the are same in two frames, any linear blend between
joint positions will keep the feet at the same location. If we blend
the joint angles, the feet may move even though the 3D positions
of the feet in the two frames were the same. This property is useful
for maintaining environmental contacts. Therefore, we work with
3D trajectories of joints rather than joint angles.

If we blend joint positions, the distance between two endpoints
of a bone may change. One can fit a rigid skeleton and recover the
original joint angles using Inverse Kinematics (IK). But this is a
nonlinear minimization that can fall into different local minima be-
tween frames. Fortunately we can compute the joint angles directly
if we compute the global position of 3 different and known points
in the local coordinate of each bone (see figure 2). This allows us
to work with virtual marker positions (3 for each bone) rather than
joint angles.

This motion representation requires 3 times more storage (3 vir-
tual marker positions for each frame as opposed to 3 joint angles).
According to our experience, this over-complete representation is
more perceptually uniform and is more compressible than joint an-
gles.

4.2 Smooth Approximation

Each clip contains the 3D trajectory of virtual markers over k
frames. We fit a 3D cubic Bezier curve (using least squares) and
represent each of these trajectories with their control points. For
every virtual marker we store only 4×3 numbers (4 control points),
rather than 3× k.

4.3 Clustering and Projection

We represent a virtual marker’s trajectory using 12 numbers (the
x,y,z coordinates of 4 Bezier control points) and there are 3 virtual
markers for every bone. Therefore each clip is a point in a d = 12×
3× number of bones dimensional space. We will call this vector xi
for clip i. We could perform linear dimensionality reduction using
PCA, but it may be difficult to find a compact set of basis directions
that span a diversified motion database.

To remedy this situation, we group similar looking clips into dis-
tinct groups by clustering. We used spectral clustering using Nys-
trom approximation [Shi and Malik 2000; Fowlkes et al. 2004].
This method provides a computationally efficient way of clustering
in our high dimensional space. Within each cluster, we create a new
orthogonal coordinate system using PCA. For each cluster c, we
compute the cluster mean mc ∈ ℜd and a basis matrix Pc ∈ ℜd×d ,
where the rows of Pc are the eigen vectors of the covariance matrix
for the cluster. A clip xi can be transformed into the local coor-
dinate space of cluster c by x̃i = Pc(xi −mc) and similarly, can be
transformed back using xi = Pc

Tx̃i +mc.
The rows of P are sorted in descending order of the correspond-

ing eigen values so that row 1 spans the direction of most variance
in the cluster, and row d spans the direction of least variance. Due
to this property, the cluster coordinates of a clip i (x̃i) tend to de-
crease rapidly. Given a user specified error threshold τ , we can find
the number of rows of Pc that would be required to approximate a
clip below the L2 error τ . The error threshold τ and the number of
clusters to use are compression parameters.

The compressed version of a clip records the cluster index (in-
teger), the number of the rows of Pc that it is using (integer) and
the coordinates in the coordinate system of the cluster (only those
coordinates on the used rows of Pc). The compressed version of the
database also includes the mc vectors and the Pc matrices that de-
fine the local coordinate systems for each cluster. Practically, only
the first few rows of Pc are usually used and we store only the used
rows.

In big motion databases, some motions are very common. These
common clips belong to the same cluster and they have similar pro-
jected coordinates. We take advantage of this observation by quan-
tizing the projected coordinates into 16 bits. The resulting integers
have low entropy due to the dense clustering of coordinates. We
compress the integer coordinates using entropy encoding (we used
Huffman codes).

The quantization we mentioned above may cause errors. We use
16 bits to represent the projected coefficients which can introduce
a maximum error of (max(x̃i)−min(x̃i))/216. If we assume we are
compressing a human motion capture data, (max(x̃i)−min(x̃i)) is
about 3 meters (the maximum conceivable L1 distance between any
two points on the body). Therefore the quantization error is less
than 0.05 millimeters, which we find acceptable. Thus we do not
include the number of quantization bits as a compression parameter.

4.4 Environmental Contacts

Feet typically contain extra detail due to the contact with the floor.
For example a foot should not move when it is in contact. This is a
very difficult constraint to enforce when working with joint angles.
Because we work with virtual markers that move rigidly with the
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underlying bone, we can compress the feet differently and make
sure the floor contacts are maintained during decompression.

After we transform the clips so that they start at the origin in a
standard orientation, we represent the x,y,z coordinates of the vir-
tual markers on the feet as separate 1D signals and transform them
into a frequency space using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). We
then quantize the resulting coefficients into a finite number of bits.
DCT has excellent energy compaction properties: most of the DCT
coefficients (especially the ones in the high frequencies) will quan-
tize into the same bin. Therefore the quantized stream tends to have
low entropy, which we exploit using entropy encoding (we used
Huffman codes).

For a perfectly stationery foot throughout a clip, only the DC
component of the frequency transform is non-zero and all other
DCT coefficients are zero. This way of compressing the feet is
nicely suited for joints that come into contact with the environment.
Notice also that we do not remove high frequencies; we simply
compress them. Therefore we can still capture the impact of the
feet with the environment.

This compression scheme is applicable to other parts of the body
that come into contact with the environment. Our compression
technique needs to know the body part that is interacting with the
environment (and possibly the time). Automatic detection of these
contacts is possible using methods like those of [Ikemoto et al.
2005]. Because feet-ground interaction is very common and impor-
tant, our implementation compresses the entire trajectory of both
feet.

4.5 Compression Parameters

Our method comes with parameters that control the compression
accuracy vs. compressed size (just like any audio / video codec).
Our method has 3 main parameters:

1. k: the number of frames in a clip. The bigger this number is,
the smoother the reconstructed signal will be. If k is too small,
then the compression will not be able to take full advantage of
the temporal coherence. If it is too big, the correlation be-
tween joints will not be linear and CPCA will perform poorly.
Optimal numbers we found are 16-32 frames (130 - 270 mil-
liseconds).

2. τ: the upper bound on the reconstruction error of CPCA. The
smaller this number is, the more coefficients will be needed
for each clip. We define this number relative to the standard
deviation of the clips. We obtained good results with τ =
0.01−0.1.

3. Number of clusters for CPCA: A diversified database requires
more clusters for optimal representation. However, since the
compressed model also contains data for each cluster (mc,Pc),
a large number of clusters may create extra overhead. For the
datasets we tried, 1-20 clusters provided accurate representa-
tion

To generate our results as well as the baseline results, we sam-
pled these parameters randomly (within reasonable bounds) and
compared the compressed motions to the originals.

5 Decompression

The compressed payload contains mc, the needed rows of Pc for
each cluster, and for each clip:

1. A cluster index

2. Entropy encoded coordinates in the cluster

3. Entropy encoded DCT of the feet trajectory

4. The absolute position/orientation in the world at the first
frame

We can decompress each clip individually. We first perform the
entropy decoding and undo the quantization for the cluster coordi-
nates (x̃i) and for virtual markers on the feet. We obtain the Bezier
control points for the virtual markers by xi = Pc

Tx̃i + mc. We now
have 12 control points for every virtual marker for the clip. We re-
sample these Bezier curves to reach the 3D position for each frame
within the clip. We decompress the virtual markers on the feet
by performing inverse DCT. These trajectories we decompressed
for feet overwrite the virtual markers we decoded using the Bezier
curves.

We fit a rigid body coordinate frame to the 3 virtual markers
belonging to the same bone for each frame. We can now use these
coordinate frames directly for displaying a skinned character. How-
ever, the original data was in joint angles, and we would like to go
back to the same representation. The relative rigid body transfor-
mation between adjacent bones i and j is Ti j = T−1

i Tj. We then
convert the rotation part of Ti j to joint angles.

After the conversion to joint angles, feet may not reach the posi-
tion that we decompressed because of the loss in compression. As
a last step, for each frame, we perform IK so that foot positions
that we decoded are satisfied. We used the IK method described
in [Tolani et al. 2000]. In practice the required adjustment is small.
Therefore we believe a Jacobian based IK would also be efficient.

Once the joint angles are recovered for each clip, we trans-
late/rotate the clip to position it in the global coordinate frame.

Due to the lossy compression, there may be discontinuities be-
tween adjacent clips in time. We get rid of these usually small dis-
continuities using the method outlined in Appendix A.

Other important features of our method are:

1. Block decompression: Every k frame clip is compressed as
a whole. Therefore, to decompress an individual frame, we
need to decompress the entire clip that contains it. This is
not a big problem in practice, because animation applications
tend to have coherence in the frames they require.

2. Compression/Decompression time: Our method is fast for
compression and decompression. Our Matlab/C++ imple-
mentation can compress at 1 milliseconds/frame and decom-
press at 1.2 milliseconds per frame on average (7 times faster
than real-time).

3. Offline compression: It is not always possible to hold the
entire motion database in memory at the same time. Thefore
it is important for the compressor to be able to process small
chunks at a time. In order to have this feature, we perform
the clustering in the CPCA on a randomly selected subset of
the entire database (we pick a random 10,000 clips). The rest
of the clips are processed independently one at a time, and
hence the entire database never needs to be in the memory all
at once.

4. Random access: Our decompression algorithm does not op-
erate incrementally. This allows us to decode any clip in the
database without decompressiong others.

5. Incremental compression: Once the CPCA is performed and
local linear subspaces are identified, we process clips individ-
ually. This allows us to append clips to an already compressed
database. If the newly added clips change the statistical distri-
bution of the clips, the user can run the clustered PCA to take
this change into account.
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6 Sources of Error

There are 3 lossy steps in our compression method:

1. Approximating each clip with smooth cubic Bezier curves
smooths large accelerations. Fortunately, such high acceler-
ations are usually due to environmental contacts and we com-
press these high frequency degrees of freedom using a differ-
ent method.

2. Projecting each clip onto a linear subspace introduces error.
Here we take advantage of the correlation between joints and
temporal coherence. In order to further increase the correla-
tion, we perform clustering and compute a linear subspace for
each cluster separately. Existing research on motion blending
explicitly uses this observation for generating transitions. Fur-
thermore, the error in this step is controlled by a user thresh-
old. It is usually possible to find a compact representation that
meets even the most conservative error bounds.

3. The quantization step of the frequency compression of the
feet introduces error. This method is very similar to JPEG
compression of images [JPEG 2000]. JPEG performs poorly
around sharp changes (C0 discontinuities) because of the in-
formation lost in the high frequency spectrum. Fortunately,
the virtual markers on the feet always move with C0 continu-
ity.

7 Baseline Methods

In this section, we describe reasonable baseline methods for motion
compression. We ran the following baseline algorithms on the joint
angle representation of the motion. We also tested running them
on the virtual marker trajectories, but the redundancy in that rep-
resentation yielded poor compression ratios, because most of these
baseline methods compress degrees of freedom individually.

7.1 Motion JPEG

Encouraged by Section 4.4, we compressed the entire body using a
JPEG like method. Each degree of freedom is a 1D signal in time.
We compress these signals separately. We first split a degree of free-
dom into k frame clips (analogous to 8x8 pixel blocks in JPEG). We
transform each clip into a frequency space using DCT. We quantize
the DCT coefficients, which gives us a low entropy integer signal.
We compress these sequence of integers using entropy coding (we
used Huffman codes again).

The decompression first reconstructs the quantized DCT coef-
ficients with entropy decoding. We then perform inverse DCT to
obtain the motion signal. Due to the quantization step, this is a
lossy compression method.

The compression parameters for this method are the clip size (k)
and the number of bits to use for quantization. Large block sizes
make entropy encoding more efficient, but also lead to wider en-
ergy spectrum. Optimal block sizes range from 256 - 1024 frames.
The number of quantization bits is related to the range of input val-
ues. For joint angles bounded between 0 and 2π , 8-12 bits provide
reasonable reconstruction.

7.2 Wavelet Compression

Wavelet compression is the same as Motion JPEG except that it
uses the Wavelet transform instead of DCT. In this work, we used
the Haar wavelet basis. Haar wavelets provide an orthonormal and
local basis. Therefore they are better at capturing local detail. The
compression and decompression process is exactly the same as in

section 7.1 with the only difference in using the Haar transform
instead of DCT (and the inverse Haar transform instead of inverse
DCT).

For image compression, the strength of Wavelet compression lies
in the fact that the basis functions are local (DCT bases are not) and
therefore are better at capturing localized image detail. It is our
experience that larger block sizes for wavelet compression yields
better compressed quality/compressed size for motion.

7.3 Per Frame PCA

Another way to compress a collection of frames is to perform linear
dimensionality reduction. Let M(t) to be a column vector. Using
PCA, we can find a projection N(t) = P(M(t)−m). m is the mean
of all frames and P is the matrix whose rows are the eigen vectors
of the covariance of the frames in the database. The rows of P
corresponding to the small eigen vectors can be omitted to make
the dimensionality of N less than the original dimensionality of M.
The original frames can be approximated by M(t)≈ PTN(t)+m.

The only parameter for this compression scheme is the number
of rows of P to keep. More rows allow better reconstruction at the
expense of worse compression. We only perform PCA on the joint
angle degrees of freedom. The global position/orientation of the
character can be compressed using wavelet or motion JPEG.

7.4 Subsampling

A straightforward way of compressing a time varying signal is sub-
sampling the database. For example, instead of storing every frame,
we can store every other frame and reach a representation that oc-
cupies half the space. The ignored frames can be approximated by
interpolation (linear or higher order). The only parameter for this
method is the subsampling amount.

8 Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, we are primarily interested in obtaining a compressed
representation of motion that is as close to the original as possible.
One may also be interested in having a compressed representation
looking plausible without necessarily looking like the original. If
the latter is our objective, then we must evaluate the naturalness
of the compressed motions. Promising results have been presented
by [Ikemoto and Forsyth 2004; Ren et al. 2005; Arikan et al. 2005],
but robust and automatic quantification of all motion is still difficult.
Furthermore automatic quantification is difficult to generalize to all
types of animals.

To evaluate our results, we need to define error metrics for quan-
tifying “closeness”. Let us denote the compressed version of a
motion with Mc(t) (we will refer to the motions that has been de-
compressed from a compressed representation as compressed). The
Root Mean Squared error in the degrees of freedom is defined as:

RMS =

√
1
n

n

∑
t=1

|M(t)−Mc(t)|2 (1)

where n is the number of frames in the database. Unfortunately,
if the degrees of freedom are joint angles, then RMS error is a poor
indicator of the closeness between motions.

Motion is usually displayed on a 3D character. We can define
closeness to be the distance between the skin vertices of the com-
pressed motion versus the original. This definition is more informa-
tive. We therefore replace M(t) (and Mc(t)) in equation 1 with the
coordinates of the skin vertices at time t. This will be the definition
of RMS we will use.
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We compare our results to baseline methods in Figure 3. As the
figure demonstrates, for comparable RMS error, our method creates
a compressed representation that is smaller than other methods. Al-
though we could discuss this figure in further detail, it actually pro-
vides very little information about the perceptual closeness of the
compressed motion to the original.

Audio and video compression methods build on extensive re-
search on models of audio/visual perception. Therefore these meth-
ods can remove perceptually insignificant detail from the signal and
achieve high compression results. Case studies on perception of
animation has been presented in [O’Sullivan et al. 2003; Reitsma
and Pollard 2003]. Unfortunately, perceptual models of general hu-
man motion is still not a mature research area. In our experience in
dealing with motion capture data, we made the following empirical
observations, some of which will be obvious to the reader.

1. 3D positions (virtual markers) provides a more perceptually
uniform space than joint angles. Sometimes a tiny error in
an angle creates a big perceptual change. This is an unlikely
scenario when dealing with absolute positions. For example
in motion JPEG and wavelet compression, some small errors
in root position/orientation causes large visual artifacts.

2. In a typical motion, some parts of the body contact the envi-
ronment (such as feet). People tend to be more sensitive to
the errors in the parts of the body in contact. For example in
subsampling, the compressed motion may appear to be swim-
ming when upsampled. This effect is visually very jarring.

3. People tend to be more sensitive to high frequency error than
errors in low frequency. This is probably due to the fact that
it takes more power for a person to introduce high frequen-
cies to his/her motions. For example PCA, motion JPEG and
wavelet compression tends to produce jittery results for ag-
gressive compression parameters.

4. It is easier to spot errors when the compressed motion is dis-
played spatially close to the original motion.

5. Perception of “closeness” also depends on the viewing angle
of the motion.

6. An compressed motion may look close to the original, but the
same error on a different motion may be perceptually jarring.

The statements above are merely our empirical observations and
they do not provide a definitive guideline for user studies. Here lies
the difficulty in evaluating the results of a compression method for
motion.

In the attached video we include examples that demonstrate the
statements we made above. We also provide side by side compari-
son of original motion versus compressed version of the same mo-
tion (displayed as close as possible without interfering with each
other). We invite the reader to evaluate our results in our video. For
example, in Figure 3, subsampling seems to perform nicely, pro-
ducing low RMS error. We ask the reader to compare the perceptual
quality of subsampled motions against our method.

9 Results

Widely agreed upon sets of rules for the perceptual quality of hu-
man motion have not yet been established. It is difficult to design
experiments/user studies for this reason. Even for audio/video com-
pression where perceptual rules exist, a common practice is looking
at the compressed sequence and tweaking the compression param-
eters until we obtain desirable results.
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Figure 3: This figure plots the log of the compressed size (in bytes)
against the RMS error (in centimeters). The uncompressed size
of this database is 180 MB (1:30 hours long). As we would ex-
pect, as the compressed size goes down, the RMS error increases.
Our method performs better than other baseline algorithms and pro-
duces a compressed representation that is smaller for the same RMS
error or produces a smaller RMS error for the same compressed
size.

We demonstrate our results on two datasets. Dataset 1 consists
of different kinds of locomotion (standing, walking, running, skip-
ping, being pushed etc.). It contains 620K frames sampled at 120Hz
(1:30 hours long) and amounts to 180 MB of storage in the uncom-
pressed form (32 bit IEEE floating point for each degree of freedom
for each frame). All the motions in this dataset belong to the same
skeleton.

Dataset 2 is the motion capture collection maintained at Carnegie
Mellon University (as of 12/22/2005) and is greatly diversified. It
contains 2.9M frames sampled at 120Hz (6:30 hours long) and uses
1085 MB of storage in the uncompressed form. This is a challeng-
ing dataset, because it contains noisy and corrupted motions. It also
features motions that are recorded from different people with differ-
ent sizes (different skeletons). Fortunately the skeleton topology is
the same for all subjects. Therefore, we can find the corresponding
bones in different sequences and apply our algorithm as if it were
recorded for the same skeleton.

We will present motions in database 1 on a skinned character.
Due to the different skeletons involved in database 2, we will dis-
play the motions in this database on a stick character which is auto-
matically generated from the skeleton description.

Figure 3 shows the RMS error in the skin positions of the com-
pressed motion (y axis) against the size of the compressed database
(x axis). Notice that the x axis is in the log scale, so the points that
seem close in the x axis may have very different sizes. This figure
has been computed for dataset 1. It shows that our method produced
smaller RMS error for the same size (or smaller compressed size for
the same error). However the RMS error is not a good predictor of
visual quality.

In the attached video, we provide side-by-side comparison of
compressed motions with the same compression ratio (for our
method and baseline algorithms). For example, in Figure 3, sub-
sampling seems to be the closest competitor to our method. For the
same compression ratio, subsampling produces motions that look
like they are swimming while our method maintains the important
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Us Sub JPEG Wavelet PCA ZIP
CMU 35.4 92.1 237.2 184.7 520.4 788

1085MB 30:1 12:1 5:1 6:1 2:1 1.4:1
Sony 5.5 17.9 35.71 49.48 104.23 165

180MB 32:1 10:1 5:1 4:1 1.7:1 1.1:1

Table 1: This table provides a comparison of the compression meth-
ods for the same amount of visual quality. For each method and
dataset, we record the size (in megabytes) of the compressed rep-
resentation for acceptable visual quality. The gray numbers repre-
sent the compression ratio. The last column corresponds to lossless
LZW compression.

contact detail with the floor. For the same RMS error, motion JPEG
and wavelet compression produces motions that are sometimes jit-
tery while motions compressed using our method are liquid. PCA
compression can also create jittery motions because some low vari-
ance degrees of freedom can create large changes in the pose.

In the extreme compression case, our method starts producing
motions that seem to be swimming (similar to subsampling) for the
upper body. The feet maintain more detail since we compress them
separately. Because we use IK to enforce positions of the feet, the
decompression may produce results where the knee bends incor-
rectly. A more sophisticated IK mechanism may remedy this situa-
tion. We demonstrate this extreme compression case in the video.

A common artifact of IK is known as the “knee pop”. It refers
to the knee snapping to and from the fully extended configuration.
This artifact is due to the rigid skeletal structure that we use for
character animation. In an extreme compression case, our method
can also produce knee pops if the loss in the motion is such that
the distance between the hip and the feet is greater than the length
of the leg. The common practical solution to this problem is al-
lowing small changes to bone lengths [Kovar et al. 2002b]. This
solution is effective (perceptual effects of length changes has been
studied in [Harrison et al. 2004]) and is used by commercial pro-
grams. However, we enforced rigidity of the bones in order to go
back to the same representation of motion.

The major limitation of our method is that we need to know the
contacts. Feet are easy because they are usually in contact with
the environment and hence do not need to be annotated. We are
exploring the automatic detection of environmental contacts using
the method of [Ikemoto et al. 2005]. Once the contacts are known,
they can be compressed like the feet.

Table 1 shows a comparison of our algorithm against the baseline
methods for the same level of perceptual quality. This is an informal
table that compares the compression rates (the original size : the
compressed size) for the same level of visual quality. We emphasize
that we used our own subjective judgment and encourage the reader
to verify our results presented in the attached video.

Our compression gets better as the size of the database increases.
For example, when we compress only 1/8th of the CMU database,
each frame takes about 27 bytes. If we compress half, we get down
to 14 bytes/frame for the same visual quality. The entire database
takes about 12.4 bytes/frame. This is due to the increased number
of common poses that can be represented linearly. Unfortunately,
each compressed clip also stores a compressed version of the feet.
Therefore there is a linear trend between the size of the compressed
database and the number of frames it contains.

In practice, we tested this algorithm on human motion capture
databases, because they are more common. We expect the same
framework to work for general animal motion as well.

Our compression method is effective: We are able to compress
database 1 from 190MB to 5.5MB (35:1 compression ratio) and
database 2 from 1080MB to 35 MB (31:1 compression ratio) with
very little visual degradation. This means we can store 6.7 hours

of high quality motion capture data in only 35 MB of memory. We
can decompress at 1.2 millisecond / frame on a P4 3.4 with 3 GB of
RAM. This means our decompression is about 7 times faster than
real-time. Therefore our method is practical using today’s hard-
ware.
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A C1 Continuous Merge

Due to loss in compression, there may be discontinuities in a mo-
tion signal where subsequent clips join. Let us assume a clip spans
frames i thru j and define ∆M(i) = M(i)−M(i−1). We solve for a
new clip F(t), that is C1 continuous at the beginning and at the end
of the clip and follows the derivative of the clip by solving:

F(i) = [M(i)+2×M(i−1)−M(i−2)]/2
∆F(i+1) = [∆M(i+1)+∆M(i−1)]/2
∆F(i+2) = ∆M(i+2)

· · ·
∆F( j−1) = ∆M( j−1)

∆F( j) = [∆M( j)+∆M( j +2)]/2
F( j) = [M( j)+2×M( j +1)−M( j +2)]/2

The first two equations enforce C1 continuity at the beginning of
the clip and the last two equations enforce C1 continuity at the end
of the clip (the red dots and black arrows in figure 4). This sparse,
linear and banded system of equations can be solved efficiently to
obtain the continuous signal F for each clip.

B Implementation Details

During compression, the user may want to compress different de-
grees of freedom differently. For example, we compressed feet dif-
ferently than other degrees of freedom in our algorithm. Another
way of doing this would be to have a bit rate allocation where joint
angles higher up in the hierarchy get more bits than others. This
can be accomplished in most of the methods mentioned in this pa-
per. For example, we may allocate quantization bits proportional
to the requested bit rates in JPEG/Wavelet compression. However,
for character motion, finding a good bit rate distribution between
degrees of freedom is not easy.

For JPEG/wavelet compression, joint angles must be converted
to a smooth signal in time. We accomplish this by adding (or sub-
tracting) 2π if there is a discontinuity bigger than π between subse-
quent frames.
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